eClosing Overview
Learn eMortgage terms and take a closer look at two digital closing scenarios: hybrid eClosing and full eClosing.

An eClosing (electronic closing) takes place when any
of the closing documents are signed electronically.

Remote online notarization (RON) uses two-way
audiovisual technology to complete a notorial act
when the signer is not in the same physical location as
the notary.
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eClosing Scenarios

Hybrid eClosing: RON with Paper Note
Some documents are e-signed through a remote online notarization (RON) platform,
including documents that require notarization, but the promissory note is paper.
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The promissory note (and other
documents to be wet-signed) is
provided to the borrower via mail,
courier, or sent electronically to
be printed by the borrower.

Borrower is authenticated
and e-signs closing
documents, except for the
promissory note (and other
paper documents to be
wet-signed). Documents
requiring notary are
remotely notarized.1

Borrower signs paper
promissory note (and other
paper documents to be
wet-signed) during
this session.
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Wet-signed promissory
note and other wet-signed
documents are returned
to the closing agent.
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Borrower logs in to a remote closing platform. Parties to the session could
include closing agent, notary, borrower, and attorney.

Special Feature Code 861
(SFC 861) is required for
delivery to Fannie Mae.

Recording of the signing session is stored for the life of the loan.
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Full eClosing: RON with Electronically Signed Note
All documents (promissory note, security instrument, and other loan documents) are e-signed
through a remote online notarization (RON) platform.
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eNote is a SMART document
and signing conforms to
Fannie Mae eSignature
requirements.
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Borrower is authenticated
and e-signs all closing
documents. Documents
requiring notary are
remotely notarized.1
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Borrower logs in to a remote
closing platform. Parties to
the session could include
closing agent, notary,
borrower, and attorney.
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eNote is transferred to the
lender’s eVault from the closing
platform and registered on the
MERS® eRegistry.
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Special Feature Code 861
(SFC 861) and eNote
Indicator are required for
delivery to Fannie Mae.

Recording of the signing session is stored for the life of the loan.
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